
Response to Reviewer #1 

REVIEWER # 1 

We must thank Reviewer #1 for providing us with useful comments for improving the quality 

of the paper. We have gone through the comments and have made revisions accordingly. 

 

Comments to the Author 

Predictive Network. Through experiments, it can be confirmed that the model has  

some improvements in middle intensity rainfall prediction. However, there are still  

some problems need to be solved: 

 

1. The mechanism of RAB and RAM improving the prediction accuracy of middle intensity 

rainfall rather than other rainfall is not explained. 

Reply: Thanks for your question. From tables 3, we can find that the HSS and CSI of those 

models with RAB and RAM (𝑅𝐴𝑃 − 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑥 , 𝑅𝐴𝑃 − 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙ℎ , RAP-Cell) are higher than the 

PredRNN model in the lowest threshold 5dBZ, which shows that RAB and RAM also can 

improve the accuracy in other rainfall. 

 

2. The �̂�2, �̂�𝑇−1, �̂�𝑇 in Figure 1 is not explained. 

Reply: Thanks for pointing it. We have added explanations about �̂�2, �̂�𝑇−1, �̂�𝑇 as follows: 

 

“At any timestamp t, model predicts a radar map �̂�𝑡+1 at the next timestamp t+1 according 

to the current radar map 𝑋𝑡 and historical radar sequence 𝑋0:𝑡.” 

 

3.  The authors mention the improvement of RAM parameter performance, but lack 

discussion of RAB performance. In RAB, the global information is strengthened by self-

attention mechanism, which brings more computation and parameters, and improves the 

prediction accuracy. Compared with the increase of computation, does this increase in 

accuracy meet expectation? 

Reply: Thanks for your question. In the subsection of ablation study, we discuss both of RAB 

and RAM as follows: 

 

“To investigate the influence of various modules, we conduct an ablation study to discuss the 

effectiveness of Region Attention Block to the current input and the last hidden state. The 

result of evaluations is shown in Tables 3 and 4. 𝑅𝐴𝑃 − 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑥 and 𝑅𝐴𝑃 − 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙ℎ denote the 

PredRNN model embedding the RAB into the input and hidden state, respectively. RAP-Cell 

model is the combination of 𝑅𝐴𝑃 − 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑥 and 𝑅𝐴𝑃 − 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙ℎ, and can also be regarded as 

RAP-Net without RAM. The results of 𝑅𝐴𝑃 − 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑥  and 𝑅𝐴𝑃 − 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙ℎ , are higher than 

PredRNN, which shows the advantage of introducing Region Attention Block.  Specially, the 

𝑅𝐴𝑃 − 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙ℎ, significantly reduces the error according to MAE. Besides, the HSS, CSI and SSIM 

of RAP-Cell have significant improvements particularly when threshold 𝜏 is 40dBZ, which 



implies that RAB simultaneously employed in the input and hidden state contributes to the 

prediction in the heavy rainfall regions. Moreover, by comparing the RAP-Cell and RAP-Net, 

we find that the RAM can enhance the accuracy of nowcasting especially in the area with 

middle-intensity rainfall.  

Similarly, we also plot Figure 9 to show experimental results of all models against different 

nowcast lead times. We can see that RAP-Net delivers more promising result when the 

threshold increases, which demonstrates the effectiveness of combining RAB and RAM in 

terms of long-term prediction in high reflectivity area. The performance of RAM can be shown 

by comparing RAP-Cell and RAP-Net. We notice that the introduction of RAM can improve 

the prediction in the region of middle rainfall intensity. Besides, 𝑅𝐴𝑃 − 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑥  and 

𝑅𝐴𝑃 − 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙ℎ  embed RAB in the current input and the hidden state, respectively. Their 

performance is better than the original model PredRNN, especially in 20dBZ threshold. It 

shows the superiority of RAB. “ 

 

In the application of precipitation nowcasting, the predictions need to be generated within 

six minutes. Because the observed radar echo map is generated every six minutes. Therefore, 

the computation only satisfies a requirement that the time cost should be lower than six 

minutes. As for the proposed model, the generation of predictions only cost 1s. The increase 

of computation does not cause influence the precipitation nowcasting. 

 

4. In Figure 3, what are the specific advantages of regional attention similarity matrix over 

other attention? 

Reply: Thanks for your question. Figure3 shows three types of attention methods. Traditional 

attention similarity in Figure3 (a) compares the difference between pixels. The attention 

similarity from Vision Transformer in Figure3 (b) compares the difference between regions 

with fixed size and position. The attention similarity from Region Attention (ours) in Figures 

(c) compares the difference between regions with flexible size and position. Considering that 

the shape reflectivity of radar echo is irregular and distributed in different places, attention 

manner in our method can capture the correlation between the different radar echoes better. 

Therefore, proposed region attention has a better spatiotemporal ability. Besides, we have 

directly shown specific advantages of regional attention similarity matrix in our manuscript as 

follows: 

 

“Traditional attention mechanism calculates in Figure 3 (a) the similarity between different 

pixels and the attention manner in from Vision Transformer in Figure 3 (b) compares different 

regions in fixed location. Different from both, the attention similarity from Region Attention 

(ours) in Figure 3 (c) compares the difference between regions with flexible size and position. 

Due to the irregular shape of radar echo and different distribution, RAB can capture the 

correlation between the different radar echoes better. Therefore, the introduction of this block 

can improve the spatiotemporal ability of model. 

 

5. Page 7 Line 128, “…𝑄𝑠 ∈ 𝑅B×N×c∗h∗w, 𝐾𝑠 ∈ 𝑅B×N×c∗h∗w and 𝑉𝑠 ∈ 𝑅B×N×c∗h∗w are 



fed…”. What does tensor range mean? 

 

Reply: Thanks for your question. The types of the above tensors (𝑄𝑠, 𝐾𝑠 , 𝑉𝑠) all belong to real 

numbers (R), Their size of these tensors all are [ 𝐵 × 𝑁 × (𝑐 ∗ ℎ ∗ 𝑤) ] with three dimensions. 

 

6. Please give the specific parameters of RAB and RAM. 

 

Reply: Thanks for your advice, we have offered the specific parameter of RAB and RAM as 

follows: 

 

“It utilizes four layers RAP-Units as shown in Figure 1 and the parameters setting of each RAP-

Unit are shown in Table 1.” 

 

 

 

7. Page 8 Line 159. The authors regard 𝑋ℎ
1 as 𝐾𝑐 and 𝑉𝑐, then regard  𝐻′𝑡as 𝑄𝑐. Please 

explain the reason for this. 

 

Reply: Thanks for your question. The original output of RAP-Cell (𝐻′𝑡) does not include 

long-term spatiotemporal representation because its update only utilizes the feature maps 

at the last time. To extract long-term spatiotemporal representation, we propose Recall 

Attention Mechanism (RAM) to retrieve the information of 𝑋ℎ
𝑙  which convoluted from all 

inputs sequences 𝑋ℎ
𝑙−1. From the equation (7), we can see 𝑉𝑐 can be extracted according to 

the 𝑓(𝑄𝑐, 𝐾𝑐
𝑇), where 𝑄𝑐 decide how to explore the 𝑉𝑐 by dot-producing with 𝐾𝑐. 

Therefore, by RAM, the original output of RAP-Cell (𝐻′𝑡) can capture long-term 

spatiotemporal information. To explain the reason, we have added some explanation in our 

manuscript as follows: 

 

“From Eq. 7, we can see that the  𝑉𝑐 can be extracted according to the 𝑓(𝑄𝑐, 𝐾𝑐
𝑇), where 

𝑄𝑐 decides how to explore the 𝑉𝑐 by dot-producing with 𝐾𝑐. Therefore, in 𝑙𝑡ℎ layer, the 



original output 𝐻′𝑡
𝑙  of RAP-Cell can be regarded as query 𝑄𝑐to explore long-term 

spatiotemporal representations 𝑋ℎ
𝑙  that is key 𝐾𝑐 and value 𝑉𝑐.” 

 
8. Page 8 Line 163. “…the new output 𝐻𝑡 has recalled all original historical representation 

and long-term dependencies can be effectively preserved. Besides, the size of the long-

memory feature map 𝑋ℎ is fixed at any time.” The reason why self-attention can achieve this 

effect is not explained. 

Reply: Thanks for your question. We have added some content to explain why 𝐻𝑡 can recall 

all original historical representation as follows: 

 

“From Eq. 7, we can see that the  𝑉𝑐 can be extracted according to the 𝑓(𝑄𝑐, 𝐾𝑐
𝑇), where 

𝑄𝑐 decides how to explore the 𝑉𝑐 by dot-producing with 𝐾𝑐. Therefore, in 𝑙𝑡ℎ layer, the 

original output 𝐻′𝑡
𝑙  of RAP-Cell can be regarded as query 𝑄𝑐to explore long-term 

spatiotemporal representations 𝑋ℎ
𝑙  that is key 𝐾𝑐 and value 𝑉𝑐.” 

 

Besides, the fixed size of the long-memory feature map 𝑋ℎ  at any time has no relationship 

with self-attention. Because the size of 𝑋ℎ  is predefined and corresponding content at 

different timestamps are fed into 𝑋ℎ. We have added the explanation as follows: 

 

“Because the size of 𝑋ℎ is predefined and corresponding content at different timestamps are 

fed into 𝑋ℎ” 

 

9. As for RAM having more advantages than the recall mechanism of EIDETIC 3D LSTM, the 

paper lacks important experiment to prove it. 

Reply: Thanks for your advice. We have added an experiment about EIDETIC 3D LSTM applied 

in precipitation nowcasting in Tables 2 as follows:: 

 

 

 



Besides, we have added the result of E3D-LSTM in Figure 6 as follows: 

 
Moreover, the new visualization results are shown in Figure 7 as follows: 

 



 

 

10. What is the resolution of the image processed before experiments? 

Reply: Thanks for your question. The resolution of image is 101 x 101. We have added this 

description as follows: 

 

“Each sequence contains 15 continual observations within 90 minutes, where the spatial and 

temporal resolution of each map is 101 x 101 and six minutes, respectively.” 

 

Minor comments: 

 



1. Page 3 Line 85, “It utilizes the structure of PredRNN …”. When the abstract and 

previous part have been around ConvRNN method, PredRNN is mentioned here. Is it 

possible to explain the relationship between them? 

Reply: Thanks for your question. The ConvRNN is the general name for a series of algorithms 

that combines convolution and recurrent neural networks. Here PredRNN is a classical 

method in ConvRNN. 

 

2. Page 11 Line 202, “… which implies the Region Attention can improve …”. Is it possible 

to write RAB and RAM together, not just Region Attention? 

Reply: Thanks for your advice. We have modified this sentence as follows: 

 

“Nevertheless its performance is poor in the highest threshold (40dBZ), which implies the RAB 

and RAM can improve the prediction in the area with high radar echo compared to traditional 

attention mechanism.” 

 


